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ABSTRACT

The production of flight test plans have received attention from many research
workers due to increasing complexity of testing facilities, the complex demands
proposed by customers and the large volume of data required from test flights. The
paper opens with a review of research work conducted by other authors who have
contributed to ameliorating the preparation of flight test plans and processing the
resulting data. This is followed by a description of a specific problem area; efficiently
configuring the flight test data telemetry format (defined by the relevant standards
while meeting user requirements of sampling rate and PCM word length). Following a
description of a current semi-automated system, the authors propose an enhanced
approach and demonstrate its efficiency through two case studies.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Flight test procedures often involve an inter-related multi-disciplinary process
incorporating a team of people at different levels with a diversity of expertise.



Consequently, research workers have tackled issues related to flight test covering
wide spectrum of topics such as telemetry standards and systems, flight test
automation, data management, data acquisition, data analysis, user interface and cost.
Desrosiers et al. [1] address the issue of automation of flight test analysis and report
generation where the focus of the research work is mainly on the standardisation of
flight test reports. The authors showed that automation can reduce report preparation
and generation from six months to two months. Johnson [2], on the other hand, tackles
the significance of meeting the fast changes in technology and ambitious needs of
users in the 1990's in relation to systems used for data acquisition and data processing.
The latter work also suggests that common test data processing across several test
centres can contribute to sharing the knowledge and technology advancement between
centres. Bender et al [3] and Hoaglund et al [4] both address the impact of
improvements in test support data management and planning process on providing
faster, cost-effective and more capable data acquisition and analysis. Moss [5]
reported a description of a software tool that enables the user to have direct telemetry
data access to variables by names regardless of recorded format aiming at higher
productivity during analysis as well as a reduction in data preparation time for system
testing and evaluating. It is evident that little or no attempt has been made to optimise
the intermediate process taking place between the customer whose interest is in a set
of test parameters, and an engineer whose job is to design the telemetry data stream
within the sometimes mutually exclusive constraints of customer requirements,
telemetry standards and telemetry system limitations. This paper attempts to address
this area by describing the process of preparing telemetry data formats and showing
how the responsibility for this function can be passed on to the user of the resulting
data thus minimising the need for trained telemetry data formatters. This work forms
part of a larger research program being undertaken between the University of South
Australia and the Australian Air Force Aircraft Research and Development Unit
(ARDU); and is jointly funded by the Australian Research Council and ARDU.

2. TELEMETR Y FRAMING STANDARDS

The data produced by payload sensors on platforms need to be transmitted to the
ground receiving station in pre-defined format to permit ready synchronisation of the
data stream and extraction of data. The telemetry format adopted by ARDU known as
IRIG [6,7] is reproduced in Table 1 while figure 1 shows a major frame comprises of
an integer number of minor frames. Each minor frame is composed of a fixed length
block of data divided into a number of fixed-length words.



Parameter Class I Specification Class II Specification

Data bits/word/minor #8192 bits or#512 words #16.384 bits or > 512
frame words

Minor frame length Fixed Variability allowed

Fragmented Words Not allowed Allowed (up to 8
segments)

Format changes Not allowed Allowed

Asynchronous format Not allowed Allowed

Bit rate > 10 bps > 5 Mbps

Independent subframes Not allowed Allowed

Supercom Spacing Uniform in minor frame “Even as Practical”

Data format Unsigned binary, Other allowed
complement binary

Word length 4 to 16 bits 16 to 64 bits

Figure 1. Telemetry Major Frame Format

It is typical for some sensors to be sampled at a rate different from the minor frame
rate and this is achieved by commutation with the only limitation being that the
sampling rate must be an integer multiple or sub multiple of the minor frame rate. For
descriptive purposes, two types of commutators are shown in figure 2 extracted from
[6]; the minor frame commutator and one or more subframe commutators. Thus



subframes appear as columns in the major frame and contain data from a different
sensor each time they appear until all the sensors have been serviced in which case the
cycle begins again. When undertaking the design of the telemetry frame and the
consequent mapping of the flight parameters, hereafter referred to as a Data Cycle
map (DCM) [8], many factors need to be considered. The main objective is to
maintain sampling rates requested by the test plan originator. Another important
objective is to package data into subframes and minor frames, consistent with
hardware commutator constraints, in a way that utilises all the available transmission
bits, The number of minor frames per major frame is also a significant design
parameter because if the number is too low data transfer efficiency will drop due to
framing overheads whereas an excessively large number will result in a very large
major frame which could present processing difficulties.

Figure 2. Commutation of Telemetry Signals (extracted from reference 6).

At present, production of the DCM relies on a trial-and-error process using a software
tool to translate customer requirements into candidate DCMs. This process assumes a
"best-fit" or a "near-perfect" translation of customer requirement into a binary format
most suitable for conducting a flight test. Some verification of the initial DCM is
undertaken to ensure that the generated sampling rates agree with those initially
requested. In some cases, as a feedback mechanism, the customer is informed of



possible amendments. Despite such verification procedures, the DCM generated by
the trail-and-error process is not based on scientific grounds and can be inadequate.

3. EXISTING METHOD FOR DCM GENERATION

A software tool has been developed (by ARDU) to determine the DCM design
through a trial-and-error process. Inputs to this process are number of minor frames
per major frame, number of words per minor frame, number of bits per word within a
minor frame (often fixed at 12) and finally the bit rate. ARDU's DCM is produced in a
PCM format which includes a code (defined by ARDU) for each test parameter,
intervals of both subframes and words within a minor frame, the total number of bits
and the bit position of each test parameter. A simple validation process is conducted
whereby system limitations and customer requirements are reconciled. To conduct a
flight test, further steps are required but these are outside the DCM design procedure.

4. AN ENHANCED METHODOLOGY

The methodology proposed in this paper is based on an iterative approach where
dynamic relocation of flight test parameters is undertaken. This process is based on
well established techniques used in multi-environment computer operating systems.
Test parameters that can be relocated to minimise the number of total minor frames
are identified and a set of cross-reference tables is generated to serve as pointers for
later dynamic relocation. This is similar to paging, segmentation and linked indexing
techniques implemented within large computer systems [9]. On the other hand, in a
minor frame, some words are partially occupied by a test parameter resulting in
situations where some bits within a word are not used. It is intended to incorporate the
utilisation of bits within the word in the same way a multi-environment operating
system utilises disc storage space. An analogy between the latter systems and the
method adopted in this research work is shown in Table 2.

Multi-Envir onment Operating System Flight Test Data Generation (DCM)

Number of users (normally on-line) vary, For each flight test, customers request
users request different tasks (edit, different test parameters
compile, execute).

Tasks require different system needs Test parameters posses different bit
such as processing time, memory size, length and sampling rate. Size and
disc space, etc. distribution of DCM designs would

therefore very from a test plan to another



Multi-Envir onment Operating System Flight Test Data Generation (DCM)

Dynamic scheduling of tasks and Utilising DCM requires dynamic
memory management are undertaken. indexing to trace relocated test
Efficient search methods are normally parameters, sampling rate, minor frame
adopted to optimise scheduling. Paging, per major frame and words per minor
segmentation and dynamic indexing are frame. Search methods are applied to test
implemented for memory management. for “best-fit”, identify unused blocks and

their specification, locate source and
destination of relocated test parameters.

System limitations include physical disc System limitations are dictated by
space, memory width (eg 64 bit per standards eg IRIG: maximum of up to
word), memory size and speed of 256 minor frames per major frame,
processor maximum of 512 words per minor frame,

fixed word length of 8-12 bits per word.

Table 2. A Comparison between a Multi-Envir onment Operating System
and DCM Generation

The enhanced procedure operates on the DCM designs generated (as a text file) from
the trial-and-error approach described earlier. Initially, "local' parameters are defined
such as possible words per minor frame, minor frames per major frames,
cross-reference tables and other multi-dimensional arrays. The first stage in the
procedure is searching for unused words, identifying the number of words, their length
and position. From a cross reference table, parameters with the highest sampling rate
and equivalent "matching" number of bits are relocated to occupy the matching
unused words. A second stage within this processes is testing to ascertain whether the
minimum threshold values for some local parameters are met (within some error
norm). The main objective of the criteria is to reduce the total number of minor frames
that can either be utilised to increase sampling rate and/or increase number of test
parameters per flight test. This could subsequently have a direct impact on total cost
as when the DCM is optimised more parameters can be potentially tested within the
same flight. The process of "search-relocate-search" for test parameters together with
declaration of local parameters is conducted in an iterative manner through a number
of passes until a "best-fit" DCM is obtained. Depending on the outcome of tests after
each iteration, the number of words per minor frame is changed (increased or
decreased), the entire search procedure is then repeated with appropriate actions
undertaken to update arrays and cross reference tables. Once the prescribed criterion is
met, the final DCM including the relocated test parameters is defined as the "best-fit"
DCM. Concurrently, a test is also conducted to ensure that telemetry standards and



customer requirements in relation to number of test parameters and their associated
sampling rates are met.

5. RESULTS

Two artificial case studies were undertaken to validate the methodology described in
this research work. Case study 1 included 7 test parameters each of 12 bit with
variable sampling rates ranging from 9 to 16 Hz. In this case it was found that the
DCM design generated using the current approach could not be bettered by the new
algorithm. This case illustrates that for simple "ideal" cases, the trial-and-error
approach in DCM design can result in a satisfactory outcome.

Case study 2 included 7 test parameters but this time with variable bit length of 2, 9,
11, 12, 16 and 19 bits per test parameter. When the conventional approach was
implemented, to meet the sampling rates of 12, 24 and 48 Hz, the DCM design
required 20 words per minor frame and 12 minor frames per major frame, as
illustrated in figure 3. This would be normally considered as "best-fit"at ARDU. The
enhanced approach derived three possible outcomes. Figure 4 shows the first scenario
that required 34 words per minor frame and only six minor frames per major frame.
This alone indicates a reduction of 50% in minor frames of the DCM design when
compared with the trial-and-error method. A second scenario resulted in the
requirement of 20 words per minor frame and 8 minor frames per major frame. In this
case, a reduction of 33% in minor frames was recorded while the number of words per
minor frame were unchanged when compared with original DCM design. Finally, the
third scenario required 16 words per minor frame and 10 minor frames per major
frame that is again a reduction of 16% in minor frames. The latter is a compromise
between the first and the second scenario. In all three outcomes, both IRIG standards
and customers requirement were met within system and IRIG constraints. Results
achieved indicate that gaps which may appear in the DCM structure (with no real
transmitted data), have been reduced resulting in less wasted transmission bandwidth.
Also, utilising the design in such a way means that more desirable data can be
transmitted and hence a cost effective design is attainable.

6. CONCLUSION

The authors have presented an enhanced approach to the production of data cycle
maps for flight test telemetry data. The focus of this research work is on achieving an
optimised distribution of test parameters requested by a customer while maintaining
constraints imposed by system limitations. The methodology proposed in this paper is
based on well established techniques used in multi-environment operating system.
Two artificial case studies were presented and comparisons with existing techniques



showed significant reduction in PCM details required to conduct a test plan. This has a
direct impact on cost of a flight test. Future work will include incorporating more
efficient search methods, exploring the possibility of utilising not only the unused
words per minor frame but also the unused bits within a word, and more fully
automating the algorithm. This may lead, through an additional development stage, to
establishing a multi-user environment where non-experienced flight test personnel (or
a customer) can determine both the "best-fit" and the validity of a test plan by
accessing the software tool reported in this research work. In this way this research
work will complement the issue of compatibility addressed by Bender et al [3] and
Hoaglund et al [4] as well as supporting both the enhanced procedures suggested by
Desrosiers et al [1] and the structured approach reported by Moss [5] leading to
reduced processing time.
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